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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Brian Barrelle
Tech Source, Inc.
Phone: (407) 262-7100
Email: atcsales@techsource.com

Tech Source Announces Re/Vue – A Revolutionary High-Resolution DVIBased Recording System for Air Traffic Control and Defense Markets
Altamonte Springs, Florida, September 30, 2009 – Tech Source, Inc. announced today the release of the first
in a family of new, easy-to-use recording systems designed to capture, compress and archive video data from
any DVI (digital) source for resolutions up to 2048 × 2048 and 2560 × 1600 and that can be synchronized with
any associated audio. Designed specifically for operational air traffic control (ATC) and military command and
control as well as simulator and training markets, the Re/Vue surpasses all other available solutions in video
quality, capture rate efficiency and compression. It is a standalone self-contained system that is also platform,
operating system, graphics card, and application independent. It has no CPU usage impact on the host machine,
unlike software-based solutions.
Re/Vue has robust features that include local storage of recorded data up to 1TB, remote archival capability,
timed recording, auto resolution detection, time stamped data files, and control of compression ratios through
the setting of the capture rate. Compression ratios are the best in the industry, averaging 20,000:1 for “lossless”
recording of a typical ATC application. It also allows synchronization with radar and other video channels
through third party solutions.
In the past, real-time recording solutions for resolutions up to 4MP have been limited to either very lossy
compression resulting in inaccurate playback or operating system-specific software solutions that have to be
maintained and upgraded whenever the application software changes. Re/Vue eliminates those limitations by
providing a totally independent solution. Re/Vue simply connects between the output of the graphics card on
the computer and the display to be recorded. It can be managed through an easy-to-use web-based interface. In
addition, multiple devices can be controlled from a single secure web page over a local or remote LAN,
creating the ability to manage an entire building or campus of Re/Vue recording systems from across the room
or across the country.
The customized, license-free playback utility allows recordings to be played back on any Windows or Linux
system. This allows files to be easily shared remotely or locally between groups, despite any hardware
configuration differences. If playback is at a lower resolution than the original recording, extended features
such as pan and zoom can be used to help compensate for resolution differences.
“Tech Source has been supplying software-based recording solutions to the industry for many years, and we
are proud to now offer an independent robust recording solution that offers both accuracy and efficiency”, said
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Selwyn Henriques, president of Tech Source, Inc. “We truly believe this product will be a game changer for
high-resolution graphics recording in the ATC, training and simulation, and defense markets.”
Tech Source’s breadth of experience includes developing market-specific, high-performance graphics boards
that support various operating systems as well as an industry-leading 2K × 2K 28-inch LCD monitor for ATC
and defense radar environments. Tech Source enjoys a loyal customer base due to its unparalleled commitment
to customer service. The company has built its reputation on a philosophy of superior service, direct access to
the engineering team, long product life cycles (up to 5 years), and optional support of products for up to 10
years. That tradition will continue with Re/Vue.
The Re/Vue has a two-year product warranty, and is available immediately directly from Tech Source for
customers in the United States, and through a network of authorized distributors and value added resellers in
other countries throughout the world.
About Tech Source
Tech Source, Inc. has provided computer graphics hardware solutions to the ATC and defense markets for over
20 years. Tech Source is a subsidiary of Eizo Nanao Corporation, a leading global manufacturer of high-end
display monitors. The companies offer combined expertise, cutting-edge graphics solutions, and
complementary product lines for ATC, defense, and other markets.
For more information, visit Tech Source on the Web at www.techsource.com
All company and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Tech Source and
Condor are trademarks, and EIZO is a registered trademarks of Eizo Nanao Corporation.
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